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Riverdale Collection Oct 21 2019 The gang is all back together. Join Archie, Betty, Veronica and Jughead as they sleuth their
way through Riverdale. This boxed set contains three novels of the gang's antics between the seasons.
Riverdale: Season Three #1 Aug 31 2020 Take a deeper dive into some of the skeletons buried in and around Riverdale as well
as hidden and unexpected connections to the Farm and the Game. Everyone is hiding something in this companion to the third
season of the massive hit CW series Riverdale, by Scholastic writer Micol Ostow and Riverdale artists Thomas Pitilli and Joe
Eisma.
Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Talking Slayer Handbook Jun 28 2020 "I'm the thing that monsters have nightmares about." This oneof-a-kind collectible for fans of Buffy the Vampire Slayer features a molded 2" x 3" replica of the Slayer Handbook, Vampyr,
that opens to play 10 memorable lines from the show. Featuring quotes from Buffy, Angel, Giles, Willow, and Xander (among
them, "That'll put the marzipan in your pie plate, Bingo" and "Sorry to barge in, I'm afraid we have a slight . . . apocalypse"), it's
the perfect way to commemorate this beloved cast of characters. The kit also comes with a 48-page mini book on Buffy history
that features additional quotes and full-color photographs from the show.
The Quotable Slayer Jul 18 2019 This complete collection of the funniest, most telling, and often poignant quotes from the
Emmy(-nominated show includes categories, cross references, and a full-color 8-page photo insert. Original.
Nancy Drew Aug 23 2022 Based on the TV series Nancy Drew, the most-watched new show on the CW! In this prequel novel,
the beloved teen sleuth investigates a sinister, once-dormant curse that may be threatening her town once more. This is Nancy
Drew for today, perfect for fans of Riverdale, The Chilling Adventures of Sabrina, and Stranger Things! A curse is just a
mystery dressed up in a sharp, stern warning. And everyone knows that I love a mystery. Nancy Drew isn’t one for ghost stories.
So when the annual Horseshoe Bay Naming Day celebration is threatened by eerie warnings of an old curse, Nancy is sure
someone—someone human—is behind them. And no way is she letting this person stand in the way of her best friend, Daisy,
finally getting her day in the spotlight as the lead in the much-anticipated Naming Day reenactment. But as Nancy begins
investigating, the so-called marks of the curse become bolder…and more sinister. A vandalized locker and ominous notes are
one thing, but soon enough lives—including Nancy’s own—are at stake. Though the dreams and eerie visions plaguing Nancy
are certainly just products of her own mind…right? All old towns have their traditions and histories, but as Nancy will soon
discover, they don’t always tell the whole story.
Mean Girls: a Novel Dec 15 2021 You know the story--or do you? Cady Heron grew up homeschooled in Africa with scientist

parents as her teachers, monkeys as her classmates and the African plains as her playground. But when her family moves to the
suburbs of Illinois, she finds herself a stranger in a strange land: high school. With no prior research to guide her, Cady's forced
to figure out North Shore High all on her own. Suddenly she finds herself sucked into Girl World as a new member of the social
elite dubbed "The Plastics." Cady discovers that unlike the wild, Girl World doesn't have any rules--especially when you maybe,
possibly, okay definitely, have a giant crush on their ruthless leader's ex-boyfriend. Turns out, life in high school might be even
more brutal than a showdown on the Savannah. Based on the screenplay by Tina Fey, this retelling of the cult classic film
includes tons of extra, never-before-seen bonus content.
The Poison Pen (Riverdale, Novel #5) Sep 19 2019 The Poison Pen knows all your secrets...
Riverdale: The Ties That Bind Mar 18 2022 Archie's first original graphic novel featuring the world of CW's Riverdale! Four
interconnected stories trap each of our main characters in a unique high-stakes conflict over the course of a few pressure-cooker
hours! Jughead's locked in and left behind with Moose at Stonewall Prep, Veronica is trapped with Cheryl at a nearby suburban
shopping mall, Betty and Polly are stalked by a possible madman when a girls' night goes horribly awry and Archie is held
hostage by a 'long lost relative' of Fred's who's come to town seeking payback of any and every kind. Will Archie and company
even make it to sunrise? If they do, will they ever be the same again?
Fashionista Jun 09 2021 Madison, Spencer, and Reagan have it all: the looks, the connections, the money, the boys. As the
ruling juniors at exclusive Bradford Prep, nothing can stand in their way . . . except their own dark secrets. Madison feels plenty
guilty for sneaking around behind Spencer’s back with Spencer’s longtime boyfriend. But what Spencer doesn’t know can’t hurt
her, right? Too bad nothing at Bradford stays secret for long. . . . The secrets and scandals of Bradford Prep are revealed in blog
format. The books stand alone, but extensive online content, including an interactive social networking site, plus all-new
chapters and alternate character perspectives, offer additional insight and intrigue.
The Devil and Winnie Flynn Jan 04 2021 17-year-old Winnie Flynn, a closet horror fan with a starkly realistic worldview, has
never known her mum's sister, Maggie: a high-profile reality TV producer. But in the wake of her mother's suicide, Winnie is
recruited by Maggie to spend a summer in New Jersey, working as a production assistant on her current hit. At first Winnie
figures that she has nothing to lose; her father has checked out, and Maggie is the only family she has left. But things get
increasingly weird on set as Winnie is drawn into a world of paranormal believers and non-believers alike.
The Day Before: A Prequel Novel (Riverdale, Novel 1) Sep 12 2021 Original fiction based off the hit television series Riverdale
!
Life Is Better with Friends (Friends Picture Book) (Media Tie-In) Apr 19 2022 Friends fans of all ages will love this all-new

picture book with adorable art, based on the blockbuster TV show! For when it hasn't been your day, your week, your month, or
even your year . . . your friends will be there for you! Rediscover many of the amazing and heart-warming moments that Ross,
Rachel, Monica, Phoebe, Chandler, and Joey experienced in the hit TV show Friends. You'll get to see Central Perk, Rachel and
Monica's apartment, Marcel the monkey, and a whole lot more. With an adorable art style and a focus on key moments, this is
the picture book you've been waiting for!
Sullivan, Who Is Always Too Loud Oct 13 2021 A little boy with a VERY BIG VOICE, learns the perfect (and not so perfect)
times to use it in Micol Ostow's uproarious picture book Sullivan, Who Is Always Too Loud, featuring brilliant illustrations by
Brian Biggs. Sullivan is a little boy with a BIG VOICE. He tries to be quiet, but the words just bubble up, and he has to let them
out. He wakes Ella-baby. Mama can't hear herself think. And Teacher can't hear the drums over Sullivan's crashing cymbals. He
tries hard and eventually finds there are perfect times to be quiet, but more importantly perfect times to be LOUD. With
energetic text and bright, bold illustrations from Brian Biggs, Sullivan is sure to bring a ton of joy (and a bit of noise) to story
time.
Popular Vote Feb 17 2022 In an election year, sixteen-year-old Erin Bright sets aside her familiar supporting role as daughter of
the mayor and girlfriend of the student body president to stand up for what she believes in and protect an historic park from
being replaced by a gasstation.
What Would My Cell Phone Do? Aug 11 2021 When Aggie Eckhart's family moves from Miami, Florida, to Denville, Alaska,
because of her father's job, Aggie feels like a fish out of water. Not only is frozen Denville a far cry from sunny Miami, but she's
got no friends, her mother is driving her crazy, and she loses her cell phone within the first monthÑ cutting off her lifeline to
civilization. But when an online search for her phone (using the schmancy built-in GPS tracker) reveals that the cell is enjoying
life up north much more than Aggie is, she adopts a whole new outlook. No more woe-is-me, now it's all WWMCPD (What
Would My Cell Phone Do)? And before Aggie knows it, things are looking a whole lot brighter in this charming, fun, and
lighthearted YA romance.
Family Jul 22 2022 I have always been broken. I could have died. And maybe it would have been better if i had. It is a day like
any other when seventeen-year-old Melinda hits the road for San Francisco, leaving behind her fractured home life and a
constant assault on her self-esteem. Henry is the handsome, charismatic man who comes upon her, collapsed on a park bench,
and offers love, a bright new consciousness, and—best of all—a family. One that will embrace her and give her love. Because
family is what Mel has never really had. And this new family, Henry's family, shares everything. They share the chores, their
bodies, and their beliefs. And if Mel truly wants to belong, she will share in everything they do. No matter what the family does,

or how far they go. Told in episodic verse, Family is a fictionalized exploration of cult dynamics, loosely based on the Manson
Family murders of 1969. It is an unflinching look at people who are born broken, and the lengths they'll go to to make
themselves "whole" again.
House of Shards Jan 16 2022 These walls have watched the witches; the witches have watched the world. These walls now turn
against them -- some evil's been unfurled. . . . The one thing any Halliwell witch has always been able to count on is Halliwell
Manor, the ancestral home of the Charmed Ones and one of San Francisco's historical landmark homes. The grand old house has
sheltered generations of women, and bits of Charmed history are practically built into the walls. So when the Manor seems to
have turned against its inhabitants, needless to say, the Halliwell sisters start to worry. It begins simply: The hot water heater is
broken. No big: Leo's great around the house. But this is no simple plumbing problem. Soon, the Manor seems to be messing
with the girls, Leo, and Wyatt in increasingly malicious ways. Thankfully, the Book of Shadows has created a safe zone for
itself in the attic. But the Charmed Ones can hardly live up there forever. . . . Can they find out what's turned their safe haven
into an evil lair before it's too late -- for the Manor, and for them?
Get out of Town (Riverdale, Novel 2) Jul 10 2021 When Archie, Betty, Veronica and Jughead take a road trip, they discover
that their small-town problems seem to follow them wherever they go.
Riverdale: Season Three Jun 21 2022 Everyone is hiding something in this companion to the third season of the massive hit
CW series Riverdale, by Scholastic writer Micol Ostow and Riverdale artists Thomas Pitilli and Joe Eisma. Take a deeper dive
into some of the skeletons buried in and around Riverdale as well as hidden and unexpected connections to the Farm and the
Game.
Louise Trapeze Did NOT Lose the Juggling Chickens Dec 03 2020 Seven-year-old Louise, who performs in a trapeze act
with her mother and father, finally gets an important job at the circus, but when things go wrong she wonders if she is really
ready for new responsibilities.
Amity Sep 24 2022 Here is a house of ruin and rage, of death and deliverance. Here is where I live, not living. Here is always
mine. When Connor's family moves to Amity, a secluded house on the peaceful banks of New England's Concord River, his
nights are plagued with gore-filled dreams of demons, destruction, and revenge. Dreams he kind of likes. Dreams he could make
real, with Amity's help. Ten years later, Gwen's family moves to Amity for a fresh start. Instead, she's haunted by lurid visions,
disturbing voices, and questions about her own sanity. But who would ever believe her? And what could be done if they did?
Because Amity isn't just a house. She is a living force, bent on manipulating her inhabitants to her twisted will. She will use
Connor and Gwen to bring about a violent end as she's done before. Inspired by a true-crime story, Amity spans generations to

weave an overlapping, interconnected tale of terror, insanity, danger, and death.
The Maple Murders (Riverdale, Novel # 3) Jul 30 2020 During the Riverdale Revels festival, Archie, Betty, Jughead, and
Veronica find out that the dark roots of the Town with Pep go even deeper than they could have imagined. . .
The Warren Witches Nov 21 2019 Contains eight short stories focusing on the family adventures of Piper, Phoebe, and Paige,
Wiccan sisters who are decended from Melinda Warren, a witch burned at the stake in the 1600s.
Riverdale: The Collection (Novels #1-4 Box Set) Jun 16 2019 A box set of the first four bestselling Riverdale original novels!
These four novels-based on the massively successful CW show, Riverdale-are all original stories not seen on the show! In these
novels told from alternating points of view, your favorite characters tell their stories their way! The Day Before: This prequel
novel explores what life was like the day before Jason Blossom was murdered and everything changed forever. Get Out of
Town: When Archie, Betty, Veronica, and Jughead take a road trip to clear Archie's name, their small-town problems follow
them wherever they go. The Maple Murders: During the Riverdale Revels festival, Archie, Betty, Jughead, and Veronica
discover that the dark roots of the Town with Pep go even deeper than they could have imagined... Death of a Cheerleader: Betty
and Veronica's cheerleading retreat with the River Vixens was supposed to be fun-not deadly.
Nancy Drew Apr 07 2021 Based on the TV series Nancy Drew, the most-watched new show on the CW! In this prequel novel,
the beloved teen sleuth investigates a sinister, once-dormant curse that may be threatening her town once more. This is Nancy
Drew for today, perfect for fans of Riverdale, The Chilling Adventures of Sabrina, and Stranger Things! A curse is just a
mystery dressed up in a sharp, stern warning. And everyone knows that I love a mystery. Nancy Drew isn’t one for ghost stories.
So when the annual Horseshoe Bay Naming Day celebration is threatened by eerie warnings of an old curse, Nancy is sure
someone—someone human—is behind them. And no way is she letting this person stand in the way of her best friend, Daisy,
finally getting her day in the spotlight as the lead in the much-anticipated Naming Day reenactment. But as Nancy begins
investigating, the so-called marks of the curse become bolder…and more sinister. A vandalized locker and ominous notes are
one thing, but soon enough lives—including Nancy’s own—are at stake. Though the dreams and eerie visions plaguing Nancy
are certainly just products of her own mind…right? All old towns have their traditions and histories, but as Nancy will soon
discover, they don’t always tell the whole story.
Don't Turn Out the Lights Dec 23 2019 Featuring stories from R.L. Stine and Madeleine Roux, this middle grade horror
anthology, curated by New York Times bestselling author and master of macabre Jonathan Maberry, is a chilling tribute to
Alvin Schwartz’s Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark. Flesh-hungry ogres? Brains full of spiders? Haunted houses you can’t
escape? This collection of 35 terrifying stories from the Horror Writers Association has it all, including ghastly illustrations

from Iris Compiet that will absolutely chill readers to the bone. So turn off your lamps, click on your flashlights, and prepare—if
you dare—to be utterly spooked! The complete list of writers: Linda D. Addison, Courtney Alameda, Jonathan Auxier, Gary A.
Braunbeck, Z Brewer, Aric Cushing, John Dixon, Tananarive Due, Jamie Ford, Kami Garcia, Christopher Golden, Tonya
Hurley, Catherine Jordan, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Alethea Kontis, N.R. Lambert, Laurent Linn, Amy Lukavics, Barry Lyga, D.J.
MacHale, Josh Malerman, James A. Moore, Michael Northrop, Micol Ostow, Joanna Parypinksi, Brendan Reichs, Madeleine
Roux, R.L. Stine, Margaret Stohl, Gaby Triana, Luis Alberto Urrea, Rosario Urrea, Kim Ventrella, Sheri White, T.J.
Wooldridge, Brenna Yovanoff
Emily Goldberg Learns to Salsa Oct 25 2022 Emily is a Jewish girl from the suburbs of New York. Her mother has family in
Puerto Rico, but Emily has never had contact with them—ever. Then Emily’s grandmother dies and Emily is forced to go to the
Caribbean for her funeral. Buttoned-up Emily wants nothing to do with her big, noisy Puerto Rican family, until a special person
shows her that one dance can change the beat of your heart.
Westminster Abby Nov 14 2021 Abby has always considered herself to be a little vanilla—sweet,plain, but not very exciting.
So when she finds herself flying across the ocean to London, trying to forget her problems with her cheating ex-boyfriend and
her overprotective parents, she figures her semester abroad is her chance to become one big hot fudge sundae. And she isn't
disappointed. London boasts a plethora of funky pubs and shops, drivers on the wrong side of the street, French fries called
chips, and a very charming Brit named Ian. As Abby moves closer to the vision of her wild child self, she realizes that
sometimes leaving what you know best actually brings you closer to what you best know—yourself. This S.A.S.S. (Students
Across the Seven Seas) novel is one of the first two in our new study abroad fiction series. Teen girls will latch onto these books
as they're enmeshed in the lives of characters just like themselves, who are experiencing new cultures, new friendships, and new
worlds through study abroad!
Louise Trapeze Is Totally 100% Fearless Feb 05 2021 "Six-year-old Louise Trapeze lives at the circus and can't wait to fly on
the trapeze until she discovers that she is afraid of heights"-Official Friends Coloring Book (Media Tie-In) Nov 02 2020 Color in your favorite scenes, characters, quotes, and more in this
adorable Friends coloring book! This is the ONLY official coloring book based on the hit TV show and features an adorable
Chibi art style. It's the one where you get to color! Color, design, and doodle over 100 Friends images. You'll get to decorate
Central Perk, Monica's apartment, your favorite quotes, and a whole lot more. This coloring book features an adorable Chibi art
style and is a perfect gift for any Friends fan.
Sullivan, Who Is Always Too Loud Jan 24 2020

GoldenGirl Mar 26 2020 When Paige's ex-boyfriend Jeremy returns to Bradford Prep, Paige is torn between the feelings she still
has for him and her new boyfriend, Tyler.
Mind Your Manners, Dick and Jane Apr 26 2020 Modern etiquette for behaving at home, in public, as a guest, and while
communicating is illustrated with old cartoons starring Dick, Jane, Sally, and Spot.
Louise Trapeze Can SO Save the Day Mar 06 2021 The Sweet Potato Circus is in trouble, and Louise and her best friend,
Stella, will do anything to save their circus--even if it means joining forces with their sworn enemy, Ferret-breath Fernando.
So Punk Rock (and Other Ways to Disappoint Your Mother) May 20 2022 Four suburban New Jersey students from the Leo R.
Gittleman Jewish Day School form a rock band that becomes inexplicably popular, creating exhilaration, friction, confrontation,
and soul-searching among its members. Original.
Death of a Cheerleader (Riverdale, Novel #4) May 28 2020 Betty, Veronica, Cheryl and the rest of the River Vixens are
heading out of town for the weekend on a cheerleading retreat. So Archie, Jughead and the rest of the guys decide to have a
poker night at La Bonne Nuit. But a storm causes the power to go out, and the speakeasy goes into lockdown. When the lights
come back on, all of the cash is gone. The thief has to be someone the guys know... but who?
Friends: You're My Lobster Oct 01 2020 Let your lobster know how much you love them with this officially licensed,
charming DIY gift book, inspired by Friends. Whether you and your other half are a Ross and Rachel or more of a Chandler and
Monica, show your SO how much they mean to you with dozens of sweet, silly, and endearing expressions of love inspired by
Ross, Rachel, Chandler, Monica, Joey, and Phoebe. Once completed, this book becomes a personalized gift for your loved one
to cherish for years to come. Features full-color photography throughout. Copyright © 2022 Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
FRIENDS and all related characters and elements © & (tm) Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
Riverdale: Get Out of Town Feb 23 2020 The second completely original tie-in novel to the hit NETFLIX show. When
Archie, Betty, Veronica and Jughead take a road trip, they discover that their small-town problems seem to follow them
wherever they go... The gang heads out for an epic road trip to Chicago to visit Archie's mom. When Archie's too busy
daydreaming to drive, Veronica takes the driver's seat - naturally. Betty wants to see the important sights, and Jughead just
wants to find the best diners. They're all so preoccupied that they almost miss the redpickup truck that seems to be everywhere
they are... Could it be a coincidence or could the troubles of Riverdale have followed them across state lines? Other titles in the
series include: Riverdale: The Day Before Also available - The Riverdale Student Handbook
Mean Girls: A Novel Aug 19 2019
Julie and the Phantoms: Season One Novelization May 08 2021 The next tween musical sensation from Netflix and the creator

of High School Musicaland Disney's Descendants! When high schooler Julie, a star in the makingwho has lost her spark after
the death of her mother, discovers a CD from 90s band Sunset Curve, she accidentally brings them back ... as ghosts! Sunset
Curve's members died before their rock-and-roll dreamshad a chance to come true, but now they'll help Julie uncover the real
power of music and bring all their dreams to life! Learn how Julie and the Phantoms bring their passion for music to life in this
novelization of season one of the new Netflix show!
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